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ABSTRACT

We investigate the post-explosion phase in core-collapse supernovae with 2D hydrodynamical simu-

lations and a simple neutrino treatment. The latter allows us to perform 46 simulations and follow the

evolution of the 32 successful explosions during several seconds. We present a broad study based on

three progenitors (11.2 M�, 15 M�, and 27 M�), different neutrino-heating efficiencies, and various

rotation rates. We show that the first seconds after shock revival determine the final explosion energy,

remnant mass, and properties of ejected matter. Our results suggest that a continued mass accretion

increases the explosion energy even at late times. We link the late-time mass accretion to initial condi-

tions such as rotation strength and shock deformation at explosion time. Only some of our simulations

develop a neutrino-driven wind that survives for several seconds. This indicates that neutrino-driven

winds are not a standard feature expected after every successful explosion. Even if our neutrino treat-

ment is simple, we estimate the nucleosynthesis of the exploding models for the 15 M� progenitor after

correcting the neutrino energies and luminosities to get a more realistic electron fraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSN) are exciting astro-

physical events linked to a broad range of physics, ex-

panding from the explosions themselves to neutrinos and

nuclear physics and the high density equation of state,

including also gravitational waves and nucleosynthesis.

Depending on the aspect in focus, different kinds of

hydrodynamical simulations are required. Ideally, one

would perform 3D, fully general relativistic magneto-

hydrodynamic simulations with accurate neutrino trans-

port for many progenitor stars, rotation rates, and mag-

netic field configurations and strengths, and follow the

evolution during several seconds after the explosion.

This is clearly computationally impossible today, there-

fore some aspects may be sacrificed to gain insights (see

e.g., Janka 2012; Kotake et al. 2012; Müller 2019; Bur-

rows & Vartanyan 2021). Here, we focus on the long-

time evolution of several seconds after the explosion and

investigate the dynamics, accretion, explosion energy,

and approximate nucleosynthesis and their dependency

on neutrino heating, rotation, and progenitor. There-

fore, we perform 2D Newtonian simulations with a sim-

ple neutrino treatment, namely gray leakage. This al-

lows us to describe and understand important trends

occurring during the first seconds after the explosions.

However, our simplifications prevent us to make solid

quantitative conclusions.

The long-time evolution has been considered in many

nucleosynthesis studies of supernova yields. Originally

spherically symmetric explosions were artificially trig-

gered by pistons (Woosley & Weaver 1995) or thermal-

energy bombs (Thielemann et al. 1996; Nagataki et al.

1998; Nomoto et al. 2006). In the last decades, there

have been numerous studies based on spherically sym-

metric simulations with enhanced neutrino energy de-

position (e.g., Scheck et al. 2006; Arcones et al. 2007;

O’Connor & Ott 2010; Suwa et al. 2011; Ugliano et al.

2012; Perego et al. 2015; Pejcha & Thompson 2015; Ertl

et al. 2016; Sukhbold et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2016; Cur-

tis et al. 2019; Ebinger et al. 2019, 2020; Couch et al.
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2020). However, there are important multidimensional

effects such as convection that impact the nucleosyn-

thesis, explosion energy, explosion morphology (see e.g.,

Janka 2012; Kotake et al. 2012; Müller 2019; Burrows &

Vartanyan 2021, and references therein), and neutrino-

driven wind (Arcones & Janka 2011). Recently, it has

been possible to perform 2D simulations with good neu-

trino transport, to follow the evolution for a few seconds

after the explosion and to study the supernova nucle-

osynthesis (see e.g., Harris et al. 2017; Eichler et al.

2018; Wanajo et al. 2018; Sieverding et al. 2020; Reichert

et al. 2021). However, these studies cover a reduced

number of models and often only for short times after

explosion. Models with longer times usually require a

mapping to a larger grid with simpler input physics af-

ter shock revival (Wongwathanarat et al. 2015; Müller

et al. 2018; Stockinger et al. 2020; Bollig et al. 2020)

Rotation is an additional and important ingredient

that affects not only the explosion but also the long-time

evolution. The impact of rotation on the explosion has

been extensively studied based on 2D (LeBlanc & Wil-

son 1970; Fryer & Heger 2000; Kotake et al. 2003) (see.

e.g, Marek & Janka 2009; Suwa et al. 2010; Blondin

et al. 2017; Summa et al. 2018; Vartanyan et al. 2018,

and references therein) and 3D simulations (Kuroda

et al. 2014; Nakamura et al. 2014; Mösta et al. 2014;

Takiwaki et al. 2016; Blondin et al. 2017; Summa et al.

2018). In this paper, we also show how rotation impacts

the evolution during the first seconds after the explo-

sion, by affecting the shock morphology and the mass

accretion onto the proto-neutron star (PNS).

This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we

present our simulation setup, initial conditions, and nu-

cleosythesis network. An overview of the models and

their evolution during the first second after bounce is

discussed in Sect. 3. We investigate the long-time evo-

lution in Sect. 4 including the evolution of the explosion

energy (Sect. 4.1), the impact of rotation and shock de-

formation (Sect. 4.2), and the evolution of accretion and

neutrino-driven wind (Sect. 4.3). An estimate of the nu-

cleosynthesis is given in Sect. 5. We conclude in Sect. 6.

2. SIMULATIONS AND NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

2.1. Hydrodynamics and neutrinos

We employ the multiphysics FLASH code (Fryxell

et al. 2000; Dubey et al. 2009) to perform 2D (cylindri-

cal geometry), CCSN simulations. The domain size for

all simulations is 3.2 · 1010 cm along the cylindrical axis

and 1.6 ·1010 cm perpendicular to it. Using the adaptive

mesh refinement in FLASH (MacNeice et al. 2000), we

achieve a maximum resolution of ≈ 488 m. Our setup is

similar to previous core-collapse supernova studies with

FLASH, see e.g., Couch & O’Connor (2014); Couch &

Ott (2015). Self-gravity is calculated with a multipole

approximation (Couch et al. 2013) of Poisson’s equation,

without the effective general relativistic potential that

was used in O’Connor & Couch (2018).

Before bounce, the deleptonization scheme of

Liebendörfer (2005) is used. After bounce, neutrinos are

described by a gray, three-flavor neutrino leakage scheme

with a ray-by-ray approximation, as in O’Connor & Ott

(2010); Couch & O’Connor (2014). In order to facili-

tate the explosions, the neutrino heating is artificially

enhanced by a factor, fheat, that was introduced in pre-

vious studies (O’Connor & Ott 2010; Couch & O’Connor

2014; Couch & Ott 2015). Here, we adjust slightly the

implementation to have the enhanced heating only in

the gain layer and until the shock has reached a radius

of 1000 km.

Leakage schemes are not as accurate as the more so-

phisticated neutrino transport methods (see e.g., Just

et al. 2015; O’Connor 2015; Kuroda et al. 2016; Pan

et al. 2019; Glas et al. 2019). However, broad studies

of multi-dimensional, long-time simulations up to 10 s

after bounce are yet not feasible with state-of-the-art

transport methods, without sacrificing resolution. A

consequence of the more approximate leakage scheme is

an incorrect electron fraction, typically leaning towards

more neutron-rich values (Dessart et al. 2009; Pan et al.

2019). We discuss corrections to the electron fraction

for nucleosynthesis calculations in Sec. 5.

We use the LS220 equation of state (EOS) of Lat-

timer & Swesty (1991) for the high density regions. In

the outer layers of the progenitor and at late times,

the density reaches very low values (ρ . 10 g cm−3),

therefore, we use a hybrid EOS approach with a tran-

sition to the Helmholtz EOS (Timmes & Arnett 1999;

Timmes & Swesty 2000; Fryxell et al. 2000) at around

5− 1 · 105 g cm−3.

2.2. Progenitor models and rotation

In this study, we use three different progenitors with

ZAMS mass 11.2 M�, 15 M�, and 27 M� namely the

s11.2, s15.0 and s27.0 models from Woosley et al. (2002).

All three progenitor models are non-rotating. As we

aim to explore the effect of rotation on the explosion

phase and on the long-time evolution, we superimpose

a parametric rotational profile of the form

Ω(r) = Ω0 ·
1

1 + (r/rA)2
. (1)

We set the characteristic radius rA to a fixed value of

3000 km (approximately the extent of the Fe and Si

core in the s15 progenitor, see Müller et al. 2004; Buras
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et al. 2006) and use Ω0 as a free parameter to adjust

the rotation strength. In addition to a non-rotating

case (Ω0 = 0), we use six different rotation strengths:

Ω0 = (0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30) · (2π rad s−1).

The three first values correspond to moderately rotating

models (compare to, e.g., Heger et al. 2005; Ott et al.

2006; Burrows et al. 2007) and the three last ones to

rapidly rotating.

We label our models with their corresponding pro-

genitor, heating factor, and rotation strength. For ex-

ample, the label s15 F130 R006 refers to a simulation

of the s15.0 progenitor, with fheat = 1.3, and Ω0 =

0.06 · 2π rad/s.

2.3. Tracer particles and nucleosynthesis network

In order to estimate the nucleosynthesis, we need the

Lagrangian evolution of the matter ejected. Since the

FLASH code is Eulerian, we use a tracer particle scheme

to track individual fluid elements (also called tracer par-

ticles, trajectories, mass elements). The tracers are not

included in the simulation but calculated from the out-

put (see e.g., Harris et al. (2017) for detailed discussion).

All tracer particles have equal mass and are distributed

proportional to the density (see Dubey et al. 2012, for

tracers in FLASH code). For the s15.0 progenitor, we

initialize 21,281 particles at the beginning of the simula-

tion. This corresponds to a mass of 1.76 · 10−4 M� per

tracer that is similar to the “medium resolution” case in

Nishimura et al. (2015). The amount of matter ejected

by the tracers agrees within 1% with the unbound ma-

terial obtained directly from the hydrodynamics.

In addition to the evolution of density and tempera-

ture along the tracers, we also need the electron fraction.

However, this is poorly determined in our simulations

because we use a gray neutrino leakage scheme. There-

fore, we correct the electron fraction to estimate the nu-

cleosynthesis within some uncertainties (see Sect. 5 for

more details).

For the nucleosynthesis calculations, we use the nu-

clear reaction network code WinNet (Winteler 2011;

Winteler et al. 2012). The reaction rates include the

JINA Reaclib compilation (Cyburt et al. 2010), theoret-

ical weak reactions from Langanke & Mart́ınez-Pinedo

(2001), and neutrino reactions from (Langanke & Kolbe

2001, see also Fröhlich et al. 2006 for details about the

neutrino reactions). For all nucleosynthesis calculations,

we evolve the electron fraction in nuclear statistical equi-

librium (NSE) at a temperature of 20 GK and assume

NSE down to 6.5 GK.

3. OVERVIEW OF MODELS AND EXPLOSIONS

We present here all our models including 32 success-

ful explosions (see Table 1 for an overview). We also

include unsuccessful explosions in the table for com-

pleteness. These models were continued for 1-2 s af-

ter bounce but did not show signs of shock revival until

then. First, we focus shortly on the explosion phase

and discuss the long-time evolution in more detail later

(Sect. 4). We are aware that our results are only qual-

itative because the neutrino transport is approximated

and we artificially increase the energy deposited by neu-

trinos to trigger explosions. Moreover, our simulations

are 2D and this favours some artificial features and may

amplify some of our conclusions, like the persistence of

downflows. However, we are able to explore the long-

time evolution for a big sample of models and we find

trends and correlations that are robust and are present

also in 3D simulations with better neutrino treatment

(e.g., see Müller 2015; Janka et al. 2016; Summa et al.

2018; Burrows et al. 2019; Müller et al. 2019; Vartanyan

et al. 2019b; Stockinger et al. 2020; Bollig et al. 2020).

The evolution of the shock radius is shown in Fig. 1

for the three progenitors and for three rotation rates.

The lightest progenitor, s11.2, explodes without addi-

tional neutrino heating within 0.25 s for all variations of

the rotation. Therefore, we only use fheat = 1 for this

progenitor. For the heavier progenitors, the threshold

for shock revival in non-rotating models is fheat = 1.08

and 1.05 for s15.0 and s27.0, respectively. This is in

agreement with estimates from progenitor compactness

(O’Connor & Ott 2011), which has values of ξ1.75 = 0.07,

0.54 and 0.53 for the s11.2, s15.0 and s27.0 models, re-

spectively (Pan et al. 2016; Summa et al. 2016). The

explosion time varies depending on the progenitor and

the heating factor and it is also affected by rotation.

In the presence of rotation, we notice that shock re-

vival generally occurs later, or fails overall (see also, e.g.,

Fryer & Heger 2000; Thompson et al. 2004; Summa et al.

2018; Obergaulinger & Aloy 2020). This can be under-
stood from a reduction of mass accretion through the

stalled shock because of centrifugal forces. This leads to

a diminished accretion luminosity and ultimately takes

away support for the stalled shock. Moreover, rotation

contributes to shift matter from the poles towards the

equatorial plane and this has an impact on the neutrino

luminosities in different directions. Figure 2 indicates

that, in the direction of the poles, the luminosities for

rotating models are considerably smaller, in accordance

with the lower density and mass accretion in this re-

gion. Notice that in 3D simulations and with magnetic

fields, the smaller mass accretion rates and luminosi-

ties are often found in the equatorial plane, but the

integrated luminosities are also smaller in the context

of rapid rotation (Summa et al. 2018; Obergaulinger &

Aloy 2020). There is no significant change in the equa-
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Table 1. Overview of models

name prog. fheat Ω0 tend texp
a dshock

b E100ms
exp

c Efinal
exp Mej

d MPNS twind
e

[2π rad/s] [s] [s] [B] [B] [M�] [M�] [s]

s15 F100 R000 s15.0 1.00 0.00 1.55 ... ... ... ... ... 1.98 ...

s15 F105 R000 s15.0 1.05 0.00 1.54 ... ... ... ... ... 1.98 ...

s15 F105 R003 s15.0 1.05 0.03 1.55 ... ... ... ... ... 1.98 ...

s15 F105 R020 s15.0 1.05 0.20 1.45 ... ... ... ... ... 1.96 ...

s15 F108 R000 s15.0 1.08 0.00 8.96 1.07 1.26 0.04 1.16 0.76 2.16 0.00

s15 F110 R000 s15.0 1.10 0.00 8.14 0.93 1.06 0.04 1.41 0.90 2.10 0.00

s15 F110 R001 s15.0 1.10 0.01 1.63 ... ... ... ... ... 1.99 ...

s15 F110 R003 s15.0 1.10 0.03 1.54 ... ... ... ... ... 1.98 ...

s15 F110 R020 s15.0 1.10 0.20 1.46 ... ... ... ... ... 1.96 ...

s15 F115 R000 s15.0 1.15 0.00 9.25 0.92 1.01 0.04 1.34 0.93 2.20 0.00

s15 F115 R003 s15.0 1.15 0.03 1.61 ... ... ... ... ... 1.99 ...

s15 F120 R000 s15.0 1.20 0.00 7.89 0.28 0.94 0.14 1.21 0.86 2.03 0.00

s15 F120 R001 s15.0 1.20 0.01 6.74 0.30 0.87 0.19 1.20 0.76 1.95 0.00

s15 F120 R003 s15.0 1.20 0.03 9.31 0.36 0.29 0.15 0.70 1.28 1.80 2.44

s15 F120 R006 s15.0 1.20 0.06 6.03 0.38 0.77 0.11 0.63 0.88 1.86 0.00

s15 F120 R010 s15.0 1.20 0.10 1.61 ... ... ... ... ... 1.99 ...

s15 F120 R020 s15.0 1.20 0.20 1.46 ... ... ... ... ... 1.96 ...

s15 F130 R000 s15.0 1.30 0.00 9.26 0.23 0.59 0.15 0.79 1.42 1.75 1.73

s15 F130 R001 s15.0 1.30 0.01 4.60 0.22 0.37 0.27 1.00 0.82 1.85 0.00

s15 F130 R003 s15.0 1.30 0.03 8.63 0.23 0.37 0.22 0.75 1.52 1.68 3.48

s15 F130 R006 s15.0 1.30 0.06 4.17 0.24 0.25 0.28 0.73 0.59 1.87 0.00

s15 F130 R010 s15.0 1.30 0.10 9.08 0.28 -0.00 0.24 0.64 1.40 1.72 5.10

s15 F130 R020 s15.0 1.30 0.20 9.25 0.32 -0.13 0.19 0.77 1.34 1.75 2.46

s15 F130 R030 s15.0 1.30 0.30 9.30 0.36 0.20 0.15 0.67 1.26 1.76 3.60

s15 F150 R000 s15.0 1.50 0.00 7.96 0.17 0.64 0.30 1.21 1.13 1.87 0.00

s15 F150 R001 s15.0 1.50 0.01 7.69 0.17 0.68 0.36 1.12 1.31 1.71 0.16

s15 F150 R003 s15.0 1.50 0.03 9.43 0.21 0.24 0.40 1.09 1.59 1.69 3.37

s15 F150 R006 s15.0 1.50 0.06 9.03 0.17 0.19 0.36 0.91 1.56 1.69 5.34

s15 F150 R010 s15.0 1.50 0.10 8.00 0.21 0.22 0.31 0.73 1.55 1.69 4.81

s15 F150 R020 s15.0 1.50 0.20 8.94 0.22 -0.21 0.37 0.83 1.57 1.67 4.81

s15 F150 R030 s15.0 1.50 0.30 9.40 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.81 1.42 1.69 3.80

s11 F100 R000 s11.2 1.00 0.00 4.36 0.16 0.36 0.04 0.36 0.41 1.33 0.00

s11 F100 R003 s11.2 1.00 0.03 4.43 0.25 0.19 0.04 0.44 0.33 1.39 0.00

s11 F100 R020 s11.2 1.00 0.20 4.63 0.25 0.61 0.02 0.64 0.31 1.40 0.00

s27 F105 R000 s27.0 1.05 0.00 3.79 1.42 0.93 0.05 0.67 0.27 2.22 0.00

s27 F105 R003 s27.0 1.05 0.03 1.82 ... ... ... ... ... 2.07 ...

s27 F105 R020 s27.0 1.05 0.20 1.73 ... ... ... ... ... 2.05 ...

s27 F110 R000 s27.0 1.10 0.00 3.06 0.31 0.63 0.07 0.33 0.17 1.93 0.00

s27 F110 R003 s27.0 1.10 0.03 1.30 0.54 0.39 0.05 0.23 0.09 1.87 0.00

s27 F110 R020 s27.0 1.10 0.20 2.06 ... ... ... ... ... 2.12 ...

s27 F120 R000 s27.0 1.20 0.00 2.89 0.29 0.72 0.07 0.65 0.39 2.02 0.00

s27 F120 R003 s27.0 1.20 0.03 1.79 0.34 0.59 0.10 0.55 0.19 1.91 0.00

s27 F120 R020 s27.0 1.20 0.20 2.11 ... ... ... ... ... 2.13 ...

s27 F130 R000 s27.0 1.30 0.00 3.47 0.21 0.73 0.07 1.24 0.55 2.09 0.00

s27 F130 R003 s27.0 1.30 0.03 2.85 0.20 0.55 0.10 0.90 0.38 2.00 0.00

s27 F130 R020 s27.0 1.30 0.20 3.82 0.29 0.16 0.07 0.46 0.23 1.92 0.00
a Post-bounce time when the maximum shock radius exceeds 600 km b Explosion energy at texp + 100 ms
c Shock deformation parameter (Eq. 2) at texp

d Mass of ejected (unbound) matter at the end of the simulation
e Total duration of neutrino-driven wind phases (Ṁacc,500km = 0)
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Figure 1. Early (left column) and long-time (right column)
evolution of the maximum shock radii for the three progen-
itors (s11.2, s15.0, and s27.0 in top, middle, and bottom
panels, respectively). Different rotation rates are indicated
by different line style an various heating factor by colours,
as given in the figures. The dashed and dotted purple lines
represent the models s15 F120 R001 and s15 F150 R030, re-
spectively.

torial plane. Both effects lead to a smaller integrated

neutrino heating rate for rotating models. Anisotropic

emission of neutrinos in rotating CCSN has already been

reported in early multi-dimensional simulations (Fryer

& Heger 2000; Kotake et al. 2003; Buras et al. 2003;

Thompson et al. 2004; Marek & Janka 2009). The de-

scribed behaviour may be artificially enhanced in two-

dimensional simulations, although, modern simulations

in three dimensions also predict smaller luminosities in

rapidly rotating cases (Summa et al. 2018). However,

non-axisymmetric spiral modes of the standing accre-

tion shock instability (SASI) can increase the mass in

the gain region and compensate the lack of specific heat-

ing, leading to a fundamentally different explosion be-

havior in 3D (Nakamura et al. 2014; Summa et al. 2018;

Kuroda et al. 2020).

4. LONG-TIME EVOLUTION

The 32 exploding models are evolved for several sec-

onds (see Table 1) and we define the “long-time” phase

starting one second after the explosion, i.e., t > texp+1 s.

The long-time evolution is characterized by a continuous

increase of the explosion energy due to long-lasting ac-

cretion onto the proto-neutron star. This accretion de-

pends on the formation and evolution of downflows and

it is correlated with rotation and to the morphology of

the early explosion phase. In the following, we discuss

the generation of explosion energy (Sect. 4.1), how this

is affected by rotation and by the explosion morphology

(Sect. 4.2), and the evolution of key quantities during

the long-time evolution phase (Sect. 4.3).

4.1. Explosion-energy generation

The explosion energy (Eexp) is calculated by adding

the energy of all unbound matter1 and it is shown in

Fig. 3 for the three progenitors including different heat-

ing factors and rotation rates. We note that our defi-

nition corresponds to the “diagnostic” explosion energy,

in the sense that it is not the final, saturated value.

Shortly after the explosion, Eexp rapidly grows and in

some cases it looks like it saturates and stays constant.

However, for all models the explosion energy continues

slowly increasing during seconds due to the long-lasting

accretion (see also Bruenn et al. 2013, 2016; Nakamura

et al. 2015, 2016; Müller et al. 2017; Summa et al. 2016,

2018; Harris et al. 2017; O’Connor & Couch 2018; Var-

tanyan et al. 2018, 2019b; Glas et al. 2019; Müller et al.

2019; Stockinger et al. 2020; Bollig et al. 2020). This is

in contrast to one-dimensional models, that by definition

cannot account for downflows and the explosion energy

saturates promptly and stays constant (e.g., see Arcones

et al. 2007; Perego et al. 2015; Couch et al. 2020). Even

if long-lasting downflows in 2D simulations may become

stable and artificially stay for too long time, there are

also 3D simulations showing downflows and accretion at

late times (Burrows et al. 2019; Vartanyan et al. 2019b;

Stockinger et al. 2020; Bollig et al. 2020). With our large

set of models, we can investigate the impact of different

key aspects on the explosion energy.

Downflows are a multi-dimensional, long-time, and

angular dependent feature that is correlated to the ex-

plosion energy growth. We investigate the angular de-

pendency of the downflows and explosion energy evolu-

tion defining the explosion-energy growth rate as Ėexp ≡
dEexp/dt and comparing to the mass accretion at late

times. Downflows are derived from the mass accretion

rate (Ṁacc) through a sphere with 500 km radius around

the PNS. For model s15 F120 R001, Figure 4 shows

the direction of downflows over time (upper panel) and

how it is correlated to the explosion-energy generation

1 In the calculation of the explosion energy we do not consider
the contribution of the outer layers (see e.g., Bruenn et al. 2013,
2016). We estimate that this “overburden” contribution will be
around Eov � 0.1 B in our models, which is not important for
our overall qualitative description.
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Figure 2. Neutrino luminosities for non-rotating (black), moderately (blue), and rapidly rotating (red) for the s15.0 progenitor
with a heating factor fheat = 1.5. The columns correspond to observer directions along the poles (left and right panels) and the
equatorial plane (center panels). The different rows show the luminosity for electron neutrinos (top), antineutrinos (middle),
and heavy-lepton neutrinos (bottom).

(bottom panel). Before the explosion (t ≤ 0.3 s post-

bounce), there is only accretion. The explosion energy

is first accumulated isotropically at shock revival. Dur-

ing the first seconds, the shock expands prominently to-

wards the southern hemisphere leaving space for a long-

lasting downflow from the northern hemisphere. Ini-

tially, the explosion energy grows also in directions of

downflows, because we measure the accretion only at

500 km radius, but explosion energy is also accumu-

lated below that radius. When the downflow is firmly

established after t ≈ 1 s, explosion energy is generated

almost exclusively in the southern hemisphere. The ac-

creted matter acts as fuel for the supernova energy. The

strong downflow from the northern hemisphere gradu-

ally changes its direction during 2 s < t < 4 s to the

southern hemisphere and the explosion energy genera-

tion rate shifts its direction accordingly. The gravita-

tional pull of the PNS decreases the velocity of some

ejecta and leads to initially unbound matter to be bound

again, which can be seen in slightly negative values of

Ėexp in the southern hemisphere. Until the end of the

simulation at t = 6.74 s, the downflow changes direction

again and there are no signs of vanishing mass accretion

yet.

In some cases, we obtain explosions with less sta-

ble downflows where even a neutrino-driven wind

(NDW) can form as shown in Fig. 5 for the model

s15 F150 R030. The NDW phase (3.5 s < t < 6.5 s)

is characterized by a vanishing mass accretion rate,

Ṁacc = 0 and matter is ejected in all directions (subse-

quently, we define NDW phases by having Ṁacc = 0 for

at least 10 ms duration). During this wind phase, con-

siderably less explosion energy is added. However, Ėexp

does not vanish completely, since there is a continuous

outflow of matter ejected by neutrinos when depositing

energy in the layers around the PNS. At t ≈ 6.5 s, the

wind is terminated by a downflow, and consequently a

new phase of explosion energy-generation sets in. This

transition occurs almost instantaneously. For all mod-

els that develop a NDW (see Sect. 4.3), we see typical

integrated values of Ėexp ≈ 0.04 B s−1 during phases

of no accretion. Our results suggest that this ongo-

ing interplay of accretion and ejection can continue for

longer than previously thought. However, 3D simula-
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Figure 3. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the explosion energy.
The dashed and dotted purple lines represent the models
s15 F120 R001 and s15 F150 R030, respectively.
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Figure 4. Directionality of downflows and explosion en-
ergy generation in model s15 F120 R001. The upper panel
shows mass downflows and outflows (relative strength, at
r = 500 km) in a t-θ-plane, i.e., direction-dependent, with
equator being perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. The
lower panel shows the explosion energy generation rate in
the same plane. The direction in which explosion energy
is generated depends on the direction of downflows. Time
t = 0 s corresponds to bounce.

tions would be necessary to conclude the impact and

duration of downflows and NDWs.

4.2. Impact of rotation and explosion morphology

The generation of explosion energy through mass ac-

cretion at late times is a robust mechanism in our mod-

els. At one second after the explosion (i.e., at the

south

equator

north

0 2 4 6 8
time [s]
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Eexp [1050 erg/s]

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but for model s15 F150 R030
which has a phase of no accretion corresponding to a
neutrino-driven wind (NDW).

start of the long-time phase), the initial shock wave

has reached a radius of (1 − 2) · 104 km, has cooled

down to T ∼ 0.5 − 1.5 GK, and has reached densities

of ρ ∼ 105 g cm−3. At this point, the explosion en-

ergy stored within the shock wave and the ejecta gen-

erated earlier is approximately constant and any addi-

tional Eexp generation originates from the vicinity of

the PNS. Therefore, there is a correlation between Ṁacc

and Ėexp for all exploding models as shown in Fig. 6.

In this figure both quantities are shown for the long-

time evolution, i.e. t > texp + 1 s. The gray dots cor-

respond to individual times (each dot is a mean value

over a 5 ms time interval) of all simulations and the

colored symbols are obtained by averaging during the

whole long-time phase. This introduces some bias for

models with short simulation times because the mass

accretion is higher during the the first seconds. In any

case, there is a correlation of late-time accretion and

explosion-energy growth rate. In NDW phases of no

accretion, the explosion energy growth rate adopts val-

ues of Ėexp,NDW = (0.035 ± 0.007) B s−1 (left panel of

Fig. 6). We note that this specific value might be influ-

enced by our use of a gray neutrino leakage scheme and

Newtonian gravity.

The early shock morphology has a clear impact on

the formation of stable downflows and thus on the late

evolution of accretion. In order to quantify the shock

morphology, we employ the shock deformation parame-

ter introduced by Scheck et al. (2006). It uses the shock

radius Rs as a function of the polar angle θ and is given

by

dshock =
max[Rs(θ) cos(θ)]−min[Rs(θ) cos(θ)]

2 ·max[Rs(θ) sin(θ)]
− 1 .

(2)
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the long-time evolution, while the colored symbols indicate
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panel: Density distribution of Ėexp during NDW phases with
Ṁacc = 0.

The parameter is equivalent to the ratio of the maximum

shock diameters, parallel and perpendicular to the cylin-

drical axis. It can have positive and negative values, for

a prolate and an oblate shock deformation, respectively.

In the case of a spherical shock expansion, dshock be-

comes zero. We find a correlation between the shock de-

formation parameter at the time of shock revival and the

rotation strength (see Tab. 1). Non-rotating 2D simula-

tions typically explode in a prolate morphology, which is

a known feature of this geometry (see e.g., Müller 2015;

Nakamura et al. 2015; Bruenn et al. 2016; Summa et al.

2016; O’Connor & Couch 2018; Vartanyan et al. 2018).

However, the resulting accretion along preferred direc-

tions has also been observed in 3D simulations (Burrows

et al. 2019; Vartanyan et al. 2019b).

Rapidly rotating models tend to have less accretion

due to the increased centrifugal forces, which reduce the

infall velocity of matter from the equatorial plane and

therefore also the accretion rate. The impact of rotation

is present in all phases of a CCSN. With increased rota-

tion rate, the shock morphology becomes more spherical

and eventually also slightly oblate, for rapidly rotating

models. An exception here are simulations of the s11.2

progenitor, due to the smaller amount of angular mo-

mentum (a factor of 10 less than s15.0 models with the

same rotation rate) and an earlier explosion time, which

allows for less angular momentum to be accreted until

shock revival.

We can investigate the relation between shock defor-

mation (Eq. 2) and late mass accretion. Downflows usu-

ally originate from directions with moderate early shock

expantion. In those directions, part of the ejected mat-

ter does not reach the escape velocity and eventually

falls back onto the PNS. Figure 7 shows the relation of

the early shock morphology dshock(texp) and the mass

accretion at late times. There is not a clear correlation

of these two quantities but some trends. Simulations

exploding with dshock(texp) ≥ 0.5 are typically moder-

ately rotating or non-rotating (with the exception of the

model s11 F100 R020) and consistently have an average

mass accretion at late times of Ṁacc > 0.01 M�/s. Fur-

thermore, we can separate all simulations in two groups

depending on whether they have some phase of zero ac-

cretion. The models that develop a NDW are in the

lower left corner region corresponding to lower late ac-

cretion and not extreme shock deformation.
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M
ac
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t>

t ex
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+
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/s
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s27.0
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rapid rot.

Figure 7. Average late-time accretion rate versus the shock
deformation parameter at explosion time for the three pro-
genitors (different symbols) and various rotation strengths
(different colours). Models within the shaded area have a
phase of zero accretion or NDW during the longtime evolu-
tion.

4.3. Evolution in the long-time phase and the

neutrino-driven wind

As shown in previous section, there is a strong link be-

tween the shock deformation and the formation of sta-

ble downflows that critically affect the explosion energy.

Here, we want to study the long-time evolution of the

explosion energy and mass ejection. For the s15 progen-

itor, we compare these quantities at two different times,

1 s and 5 s after shock revival.

The evolution of the explosion energy and its depen-

dence on the mass accretion is shown in Fig. 8, upper

panel. At 1 s after shock revival, the explosion energy

of all models is distributed at (0.4 ± 0.2) B, indepen-

dent of the rotation strength and mass accretion. Dur-

ing the next 4 s, rapidly rotating models increase their

explosion energy by ∼ 0.4 B and end up with values

below 0.8 B at texp + 5 s. In contrast, moderately ro-

tating and non-rotating models gain considerably more
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Figure 8. Influence of the long-time evolution on the explo-
sion energy (upper panel) and mass ejection (bottom panel)
related to the mass accretion. Colors indicate the rotation
strength. Open and close circles show the explosion energy
at 1 s and 5 s after shock revival, respectively. The mass
accretion is averaged for the time interval 1 < t− texp < 5 s
denoted as LT for long-time.

energy during this same time reaching around 0.9-1 B.

The value for non-rotating models is also in good agree-

ment with recent 3D studies (Bollig et al. 2020). We

note that for simulations that run for a longer time, the

final explosion energy keeps increasing after texp + 5 s

and the trend with rotation is consistent also at later

times. Therefore, we conclude that, for models with

initial morphology favourable for large-scale downflows,

the saturation point of the explosion energy lies beyond

10 s after the initial explosion.

The long-time evolution is also critical for nucleosyn-

thesis (Sect. 5), therefore here we investigate the amount

of mass ejected (Fig. 8, bottom panel). At 1 s after

shock revival, models with lower accretion (correspond-

ing to approximately spherical explosions, Fig. 7) have

ejected more mass than those with strong downflows

and a prolate morphology. This is due to the more en-

ergetic shock expansion into the equatorial direction in

spherical models compared to prolate explosions. This

trend continues also in the next seconds. We calculate

0 2 4 6 8 10
time [s]

F120_R003
F130_R000
F130_R003
F130_R010
F130_R020
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F150_R001
F150_R003
F150_R006
F150_R010
F150_R020
F150_R030

Figure 9. Timelines of s15.0 progenitor simulations, where
red areas mark the presence of an isotropic neutrino-driven
wind phase. We omit the “s15 ” prefix in the model names.

the average energy of ejected matter: For low accre-

tion models (spherical explosions), we obtain values of

Eexp/Mej ≈ 0.5 B/M�, while models with high accretion

and prolate morphologies reach Eexp/Mej ≈ 1.5 B/M�
at 5 s.

Even if a considerable amount of mass is ejected in

all exploding models, a neutrino-driven wind develops

only in 12 of the 21 exploding models for the s15 pro-

genitor. These isotropic NDW phases (Ṁacc = 0 for at

least 10 ms duration) are shown in red in Fig. 9. The

first wind phases start to appear after t ≈ 3 s. There

are two kinds of NDW phases: short- and long-duration.

The termination of a NDW is usually due to large accu-

mulations of matter with negative radial velocity above

the wind. We show examples of the two possible NDW

phases in Fig. 10. Here, the symmetry axis is displayed

horizontally and we show the density in the upper half

of the domain, and the radial velocity in its lower half.

The NDW regions are visible around the high-density re-

gion with the PNS in the center, and are characterized

by high, supersonic velocities, a steep density gradient

and the wind termination shock, where the density (ve-

locity) increases (decreases) abruptly. In the example of

model s15 F150 R030, one can see the matter accumula-

tions with negative radial velocity and comparably high

density, just above the wind termination shock. Long-

duration winds can extend up to several 104 km radius

(see model s15 F150 R020 in Fig. 10). The duration

of the wind depends on the heating factor and rotation

rate. When increasing the heating factor and/or the ro-

tation, there is lower mass accretion and this allows a

wind to form and last for several seconds. Other 2D

and 3D simulations indicate also that there is not al-

ways a neutrino-driven wind after a successful explosion

(see, e.g., Bruenn et al. 2016; O’Connor & Couch 2018;

Vartanyan et al. 2019b; Bollig et al. 2020).

5. NUCLEOSYNTHESIS
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wind (compare to Fig. 5 & 9), and model s15 F150 R020 (right) at 8 s after bounce. Note the different axes scales for both
models.

Since our neutrino treatment is very simple, the fol-

lowing nucleosynthesis results are only approximate,

even if we correct the neutrino properties affecting the

evolution of the electron fraction. We focus only on the

21 exploding simulations of the 15 M� progenitor (see

Table 1). The amount of ejected mass (Fig. 8) corre-

sponds to several thousands of ejected tracers per model.

These ejected tracers can be divided into “neutrino-

processed” and “shock-processed”. Tracers are consid-

ered neutrino-processed, when their electron fraction

changes by |∆Ye| > 0.01 compared to their starting

value. Most of these tracers reach rather high tem-

perature and enter NSE resetting the progenitor com-

position. Shock-processed particles retain their original

electron fraction, their temperature is high enough to

change slightly the progenitor composition but most of

them stay too cold to enter NSE.

For the cold, shock-processed tracers that do not reach

NSE, the evolution of Ye is not affected by neutrinos.

Therefore, for these tracers we use the electron frac-

tion obtained in the simulations. In contrast, the hot

tracers are sensitive to neutrino quantities that deter-

mine Ye, namely neutrino and antineutrino energies and

number luminosities (Qian & Woosley 1996). Therefore,

for those tracers we try different corrections to cover all

possible conditions. We investigate two different correc-

tions to the Ye based on one model and later extend

our study to the remaining 20 explosions of the 15 M�
progenitor. We select model s15 F120 R006 as refer-

ence here because it is the closest to the “s15” model in

Wanajo et al. (2018) when comparing texp, Eexp, MPNS

and Mejected. However, our neutrino energies and lumi-

nosities based on the neutrino leakage scheme lead to

unrealistically neutron-rich conditions.

In the determination of the electron fraction, there

are two critical quantities: the energy difference be-
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Figure 11. Modified distributions for the initial Ye of model
s15 F120 R006 when the trajectory cools down to 10 GK,
or at their peak temperature for cold tracers. The black
filled bars correspond to the cold (shock-processed) tracers
for all distributions. The blue bars show the distribution
with the original neutrino energies. The red bars show the
distributions with fixed neutrino energy difference and fixed
number luminosity ratios, which are indicated above.

tween antineutrinos and neutrinos (∆εν = 〈εν̄e〉 − 〈ενe〉)
and the ratio of neutrino number luminosities (RLn =

Ln,ν̄e/Ln,νe). Following previous studies based on sim-

ulations with accurate neutrino transport (see e.g.,

Liebendörfer et al. 2005; Bruenn et al. 2016; Takiwaki

et al. 2016; Kotake et al. 2018; Cabezón et al. 2018;

Just et al. 2018; O’Connor & Couch 2018; Summa

et al. 2018; Vartanyan et al. 2018, 2019a; Müller 2019;

Pan et al. 2019; Powell & Müller 2020; Kuroda et al.

2020), one can find typical energy differences of ∆εν =

〈εν̄e〉 − 〈ενe〉 ≈ 2 − 2.5 MeV. In our models we have on

average ∆εν = (2.3±0.6) MeV after the explosion time.

In our first approach, we use the original neutrino en-

ergies from our simulation and correct the luminosities

similarly to Sieverding et al. (2020), but adopting a con-
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with RLn = Ln,ν̄e/Ln,νe = 1 (right) Ye distributions shown in Fig. 11. The colours of the lines indicate the electron fraction of
the individual tracers at 5.8 GK.

stant luminosity ratio of Ln,ν̄e/Ln,νe = 1.25 instead of 1.

This results in a Ye distribution of ejected matter that

is comparable to the studies of Wanajo et al. (2018) and

Sieverding et al. (2020). The blue histogram in Fig. 11

shows the corrected electron fraction distribution, with

the cold tracers as black filled bars. The distributions for

the hot tracers correspond to the initial electron fraction

in the network calculations and corresponds to a temper-

ature of ∼ 10 GK. For the hot tracers, the abundances

obtained based on this distribution are shown in Fig. 12

(left panel) where each line corresponds to an individual

tracer and the colors indicate the Ye value at 5.8 GK,

i.e. around the temperature when the approximation of

NSE breaks down2. Iron-group nuclei dominate the fi-

nal abundances and few tracers at the extremes of the

Ye distribution reach the region of Sr, Y, and Zr.

In our second approach to correct the Ye, we change

our neutrino energies to match more closely the liter-

ature values. We subtract 4 MeV from the ν̄e leak-

age energy and adopt a constant energy difference of

∆εν = 〈εν̄e〉−〈ενe〉 = 2 MeV. Moreover, we parametrize

the ratio of number luminosities, RLn = Ln,ν̄e/Ln,νe =

0.70, 0.85, 1.00, 1.15, 1.35, where a smaller ratio corre-

sponds to more proton-rich conditions. This correction

leads to very narrow Ye distributions as shown in Fig. 11.

These distributions disagree with those from state-of-

the-art simulations, however they are very useful to un-

derstand how the abundances depend on a given electron

fraction in the supernova ejecta and to cover all possi-

2 Notice that between the initial Ye at ∼ 10 GK shown in Fig. 11
and the Ye at 5.8 GK (Fig. 12), the network assumes NSE but
the weak reactions are still evolved leading to an evolution of the
electron fraction.

ble conditions. Figure 12 (right panel) shows the abun-

dances for the hot tracers of model s15 F120 R006 based

on the narrow distribution with RLn = Ln,ν̄e/Ln,νe = 1.

In that case as well, the majority of the produced nu-

clei lie in the iron peak, with a small portion of tracers

producing nuclei with Z > 30.
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Figure 13. Integrated abundances of all trajectories of
model s15 F120 R006 and different Ye distributions as given
in Fig. 11.

The abundances for cold and hot tracers with dif-

ferent Ye treatment are shown in Fig. 13 for model

s15 F120 R006. In general, the abundances for cold and

hot tracers show a clear iron peak. The cold component

is characterized by the odd-even distribution from car-

bon to calcium, following the progenitor composition.

The hot component reaches heavier elements than the

cold one with a slight dependency of the abundances

on the exact electron fraction. The different assump-

tions for the initial Ye lead to some variability for the
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abundances beyond iron covering all expected possibil-

ities for yields from neutrino-driven supernovae. The

production of elements in the region of Sr, Y, Zr is more

efficient for slightly neutron-rich conditions, correspond-

ing to RLn = 1.35 (Arcones & Bliss 2014; Arcones &

Montes 2011). We observe a very similar behavior and

dependency of abundances on the Ye distribution for all

exploding models of the 15 M� progenitor. As a sum-

mary, we show in Fig. 14 the final abundances only for

the narrow Ye distribution with RLn = 1 for all mod-

els. Due to our necessary but artificial correction of the

electron fraction, we do not find any clear correlation be-

tween the abundances and the explosion energy, accre-

tion, and rotation. Simulations with detailed neutrino

transport are necessary to narrow the uncertainties in

the abundances and to link those to other astrophysical

conditions. Even if our results are not completely con-

clusive for abundances beyond iron, they indicate that

there is not a strong variability for iron group elements.

This may be important to estimate uncertainties in the

production of 56Ni and 44Ti as shown in Fig. 15 where

we present an overview of all models including cold and

hot components and variations of Ye.
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Figure 14. Integrated abundances of all trajectories for
all exploding models of s15 and the narrow Ye distributions
with RLn = 1. The black lines represent the abundances
from the shock–heated tracers from the different models.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a broad study of long-time effects

based on two-dimensional simulations of CCSN. We de-

fine long-time as starting one second after the explo-

sion and following the evolution up to around 10 s post

bounce. Our study is based on three progenitors and
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Figure 15. Yields of 56Ni, 44Ti obtained by post-processing
the 21 exploding models. For each model, the yields are
shown for the cold tracers (empty circles) and the neutrino-
processed, hot tracers (filled symbols) for three different Ye
narrow distributions corresponding to RLn =0.7, 0.85, and
1 (triangles, circles, and crosses, respectively).

variations of neutrino heating and rotation rates. In to-

tal, we present 46 models with 32 of them exploding. In

order to be able to run so many simulations for several

seconds, we have used for the neutrinos a simple leak-

age scheme. We are aware that the 2D and neutrino

treatment simplifications are critical to make any quan-

titative conclusion. However, we have found interesting

features and trends that we expect to be present in 3D,

detailed neutrino transport simulations. Our results in-

dicate that the evolution during the first seconds after

shock revival is not negligible, and that accretion and

long-lasting downflows impact the growth of the explo-

sion energy. The evolution during the long-time phase

can be linked to initial conditions such as the rotation

rate and the shock deformation. We find that neutrino-

driven winds (NDWs) appear favorably in models with

increased neutrino heating and rotation, and can be ei-

ther long lasting (stable) or short lived (unstable). Im-

proved simulations following the evolution after the ex-

plosion are required to understand CCSN and the con-

nection to observables.

During the explosion phase, both rotation and in-

creased neutrino heating impact the shock acceleration

and the initial explosion energy. Rotation weakens the

explosion by decreasing the mass accretion and result-

ing accretion luminosity, which agrees with previous

studies (Fryer & Heger 2000; Kotake et al. 2003; Buras

et al. 2003; Thompson et al. 2004; Marek & Janka 2009;

Summa et al. 2018; Obergaulinger & Aloy 2020). On the
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other hand, an increased heating factor typically leads to

more powerful explosions (O’Connor & Ott 2010; Couch

& O’Connor 2014; Couch & Ott 2015).

The long-time evolution is important to estimate ob-

servables such as Eexp, Mej, and MPNS. We have found

that simultaneous accretion and ejection of matter can

persist for several seconds after shock revival and de-

lay the saturation of these observables. In particular,

the late-time mass accretion onto the PNS is corre-

lated to the grow of the explosion energy, and governs

the directionality of explosion-energy generation. Be-

sides different progenitors, neutrino heating, and rota-

tion strengths, we find that the shock deformation at

the onset of the explosion affects the mass accretion of

the following seconds. Rapidly rotating models typically

explode with a less prolate deformation, suffer less from

persistent downflows, and accumulate less explosion en-

ergy in the long-time phase. The amount of ejected mass

during the long-time phase is larger in fast rotating than

in non-rotating models. We note that the prolate/oblate

shock deformations in our models are heavily biased by

our 2D geometry (Müller 2015; Nakamura et al. 2015;

Bruenn et al. 2016; Summa et al. 2016; O’Connor &

Couch 2018; Vartanyan et al. 2018).

The occurrence of neutrino-driven winds is limited

in our models to simulations with the s15 progenitor

and to late times (t > 3 s). The total time spent in

NDW phases is positively correlated with both the heat-

ing factor and rotation rate. However, we also see in-

stances of unstable NDWs and continued accretion af-

ter such phases, typically leading to a further increase

of the explosion energy. The collapse of a wind is typi-

cally induced by renewed accretion from the equatorial

plane, which is a fundamentally multi-dimensional ef-

fect. Long-time simulations in 3D are required to further

investigate the NDW.

For an analysis of the nucleosynthesis in our models,

we used a tracer particle scheme that we applied to all

exploding simulations of the 15 M� progenitor. Due

to our simplified neutrino treatment, we needed to cor-

rect the neutrino energies and luminosities to account

for electron fractions that are consistent with modern

transport schemes. We have presented the nucleosyn-

thesis for cold trajectories that are not exposed to neu-

trinos as well as for hot trajectories assuming different

electron fraction distributions. All trajectories produce

predominately iron group elements with hot, neutrino-

processed trajectories reaching elements beyond iron de-

pending on the electron fraction. Our results are a good

indication for the potential variability in the produc-

tion of elements around Sr, Y, Zr and indicate that 56Ni

and 44Ti are mainly produced by the hot component.

In the future, longer simulations times in three dimen-

sions with detailed neutrino transport will be necessary

to connect the nucleosynthesis with the astrophysical

conditions (e.g., rotation, explosion energy, progenitor

star).
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